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Abstract: Different nonlinear optical interactions in a
novel SRS-active non-centrosymmetric tetragonal crystal
Ca2ZnSi2O7 were investigated at room and cryogenic (≈ 9 K)
temperature under picosecond laser pumping. In addition to
measuring octave-spanning Stokes and anti-Stokes combs we
observed several cascaded and cross-cascaded χ(3) ↔χ(3)

effects involving several SRS-active phonons. All recorded
Raman-induced lasing lines in the visible and near-IR range are
identified and attributed to the SRS-promoting vibration tran-
sitions. A brief review of SRS- and Nd3+-doped laser-active
melilite-type crystals is given as well.
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Transmission spectrum of a crystal of tetragonal Ca2ZnSi2O7,
recorded at room temperature using a (100) plate of ≈ 1.33 mm
thickness
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1. Introduction

For more than forty years, beginning with [1], the laser
(with Ln3+ ions) and nonlinear-optical properties of non-
centrosymmetric tetragonal melilite-type crystals are in

the focus of attention of many groups of researchers (see,
e.g. [2–8]). Special attention in recent years was devoted to
studies of various manifestation of cascaded χ(3) ↔χ(3)

and χ(3) ↔χ(2) interactions in these crystals and to elici-
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Crystal SE channels of Nd3+ ions Observed χ(3)- and χ(2)-nonlinear laser effects SRS-promoting vibration
modes, cm−1

Ca2ZnSi2O7
a) SRS, SHG b), THG c), self-SFG(SRS) d), ≈ 906, ≈ 663, ≈ 614,

St-ASt comb e), [present work] ≈ 243 f) [present work]
Ca2Ga2SiO7

4F3/2 → 4I11/2 [13–15] SRS, self-SFG(SRS) [present work] g) ≈ 667, ≈ 500
4F3/2 → 4I13/2 [3, 15] [present work]

Sr2MgGe2O7 SRS, SHG, THG, SFG, self-SFG(FD) h), ≈ 779 [12]
self-SFG(FD,SRS) i), St-ASt comb [12]

Sr2ZnGe2O7 SRS, SHG, THG, SFG, self-SFG(FD), ≈778 [11]
self-SFG(FD,SRS), St-ASt comb [11]

Ba2MgGe2O7
4F3/2 → 4I11/2 [1, 5] SRS, SHG, THG, SFG, “Cherenkov-type” SHG j), 771.5 [9]

self-FD(SRS) k), self-SRS(FD) l), self-SRS(SFG) m),
self-SFG(FD,SRS) n), St-ASt comb [9]

Ba2ZnGe2O7
4F3/2 → 4I11/2 [2, 5] SRS, SHG, THG, SFG, self-FD(SRS), self-SRS(FD), ≈ 770, ≈ 257 [12]

self-SRS(SRS), St-ASt comb [12]

Note: only references from peer-reviewed journals are included.
a) Also known as mineral hardystonite (see, e.g. [16]). b) SHG: the second harmonic generation. c) THG: the third harmonic generation.
d) Self-SFG(SRS): the sum-frequency generation, i.e. SFG from pump radiation and its Stokes and anti-Stokes components.
e) St-ASt comb: Stokes and anti-Stokes multi-wavelength comb lasing.
f) At ≈9 K the energy of SRS-promoting modes were measured: ≈ 920, ≈ 670, ≈ 620, ≈ 250, and ≈ 300 cm−1. The latter two are combined modes and occur

as results of the interaction of the first three χ(3)-active vibrations of studied crystal.
g) These data are highly preliminary, given with the aim to indicate in this “review” table that Ca2Ga2SiO7 doped with Nd3+ lasants also acts as a SRS-active crystal.
h) Self-SFG(FD): the self-sum-frequency generation, i.e. SFG from the arising Stokes and anti-Stokes components of pumping radiation.
i) Self-SFG(FD,SRS): the self-sum-frequency generation, i.e. SFG from the arising SHG and components of Stokes and anti-Stokes generation.
j) “Cherenkov-type” SHG: the conical harmonic generation via Cherenkov-type effects can occur in cases where the propagation velocity of the generated nonlinear

polarization wave in a bulk crystal is higher than the phase velocities of the arising harmonic wavelengths. In such cases the polarization wave, propagating with the
group velocity υf of the fundamental wavelength in a crystal with normal dispersion of refractive indices, generates harmonics, which interfere constructively by
fulfilling the Cherenkov-type condition at a conical angle α (versus the wave normal of the fundamental wavelength), where α is given by cos α = υSHG(THG)/υf .
This results in intense SHG or THG on the envelope of a cone.

k) Self-FD(SRS): the self-frequency doubling, i.e., SHG from the arising SRS lasing components.
l) Self-SRS(FD): SRS from the arising SHG of the pumping wave or of other lasing radiation.
m) Self-SRS(SFG): SRS from the arising intense SFG of the pumping wavelength and further lasing radiation.
n) Self-SFG(FD,SRS): the self-sum-frequency generation, i.e. SFG from the arising SHG and components of Stokes and anti-Stokes generation.

Table 1 Selected SRS- and SE-active (with Nd3+ lasants) active synthetic crystals with the melilite-type structure

Property
Space group of averaged structure a) [16, 22] D3

2d − P421m (No.113)
Unit cell parameters of averaged structure, Å [18] a = b = 7.8279(10); c = 5.0138(6)
Site symmetry (SS) and coordination number (CN) of atoms in the averaged structure SS CN Wyckoff letter
[18] Ca m(Cs) 8 (4e)

Zn 4(S4) 4 (2a)
Si m(Cs) 4 (4e)
O1 2mm(C2v) (2c)
O2 m(Cs) (4e)
O3 1(C1) (8f)

Formula units per unit cell [18] Z = 2
Nonlinearities χ(2) + χ(3)

Optical transparency, cm−1 b) ≈ 0.22 –≈ 4.7 (see Fig. 1)
Linear optical character [19] Uniaxial negative (no > ne)
Phonon spectra extension, cm−1 c) ≈ 1050
Energy of SRS promoting vibration modes, cm−1 d) ωSRS1 ≈ 906; ωSRS2 ≈ 663;

ωSRS3 ≈ 614; ωSRS4 ≈ 243
FWHM linewidth for the Raman shifted lines, related to SRS-promoting modes, cm−1 ΔνR1 ≈ 11; ΔνR2 ≈ 13; ΔνR3 ≈ 11
Steady-state Raman gain coefficient for the first Stokes lasing component, cm/GW g

St1−1
ssR ≥ 0.2 (for λSt1−1 = 1.1777 μm)

a) At room temperature, Ca2ZnSi2O7 shows a two-dimensionally incommensurately modulated crystal structure, the normal melilite-type structure occurs above
ca. 405 K (e.g. [22]).

b) For a polished (100) plate of ≈ 1.33 mm thickness.
c) From spontaneous Raman scattering and IR absorption spectra.
d) At ≈ 9 K we observed five SRS-promoting vibration modes (see Table 1).

Table 2 Some physical properties of tetragonal crystal Ca2ZnSi2O7 at room temperature
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Pumping condition χ(3)- and χ(2)-nonlinear lasing components SRS-promoting vibration
modes, cm−1

λf , μm Excitation Wavelength, Lasing line c) Attribution d) ωSRS1 ωSRS2 ωSRS3 ωSRS4
e)

geometry a) μm b)

0.53207 e1[e3e3]e1 0.4649 ASt3−1 ωf2+3ωSRS1= ≈ 906
see Fig. 3b =[ωf2+(ωf2+2ωSRS1)–(ωf2–ωSRS1)]=

=[ωf2+ωASt2−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt3−1

0.4853 ASt2−1 ωf2+2ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf2+(ωf2+ωSRS1)–(ωf2–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf2+ωASt1−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt2−1

0.5076 ASt1−1 ωf2+ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf2+ωf2–(ωf2 − ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf2+ωf2–ωSt1−1]=ωASt1−1

0.53207 λf2 ωf2 – – – –
0.5590 St1−1 ωf2–ωSRS1=ωSt1−1 ≈ 906
0.5889 St2−1 ωf2–2ωSRS1=[(ωf2–ωSRS1)–ωSRS1]= ≈ 906

=[ωSt1−1–ωSRS1]=ωSt2−1

1.06415 e3[e1e1]e3 0.3547 THG-SFG{λf1} [ωSHG+(ωSHG–ωf1)]=ωTHG – – – –
see Fig. 4a 0.5076 self-SFG{λf1,λASt1−1} [ωf1+(ωf1+ωSRS1)]=ωSHG+ωSRS1= ≈ 906

=ωSFG,ASt1−1

0.53207 SHG{λf1} ωf1+ωf1=ωSHG ≈ 906
0.5590 self-SFG{λf1,λSt1−1} [ωf1+(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=ωSHG–ωSRS1= ≈ 906

=ωSFG,St1−1

e1[e3e3]e1 0.3437 self-SFG{λf1,λASt1−1} [ωf1+ωf1+ωASt1−1]= ≈ 906
see Fig. 4b =[ωf1+ωf1+(ωf1+ωSRS1)]=

=ωTHG+ωSRS1=ωSFG,ASt1−1

0.3547 THG{λf1} ωf1+ωf1+ωf1=ωTHG – – – –
0.3665 self-SFG{λf1,λSt1−1} [ωf1+ωf1+ωSt1−1]= ≈ 906

=[ωf1+ωf1+(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=ωTHG–ωSRS1=ωSFG,St1−1

0.3791 self-SFG{λf1,λSt2−1} [ωf1+ωf1+ωSt2−1]= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+ωf1+(ωf1–2ωSRS1)]=
=ωTHG–2ωSRS1=ωSFG,St2−1

0.3926 self-SFG{λf1,λSt3−1} [ωf1+ωf1+ωSt3−1]= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+ωf1+(ωf1–3ωSRS1)]=
=ωTHG–3ωSRS1=ωSFG,St3−1

0.4070 f) self-SFG{λf1,λSt4−1} [ωf1+ωf1+ωSt4−1]= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+ωf1+(ωf1–4ωSRS1)]=
=ωTHG–4ωSRS1=ωSFG,St4−1

0.5164 ASt11−1 ωf1+11ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+(ωf1+10ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1+ωASt10−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt11−1

0.5418 ASt10−1 ωf1+10ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+(ωf1+9ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1+ωASt9−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt10−1

0.5698 ASt9−1 ωf1+9ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+(ωf1+8ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1+ωASt8−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt9−1

0.6008 ASt8−1 ωf1+8ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+(ωf1+7ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1+ωASt7−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt8−1

0.6354 ASt7−1 ωf1+7ωSRS1= ≈ 906
[ωf1+(ωf1+6ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1+ωASt6−1–ωSt1−1]=ωAS7−1
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0.6742 ASt6−1 ωf1+6ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+(ωf1+5ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1+ωASt5−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt6−1

0.7180 ASt5−1 ωf1+5ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+(ωf1+4ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1+ωASt4−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt5−1

see Fig. 4c, 0.6008 ASt8−1 ωf1+8ωSRS1= ≈ 906
Fig. 4d =[ωf1+(ωf1+7ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=

=[ωf1+ωASt7−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt8−1

0.6354 ASt7−1 ωf1+7ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+(ωf1+6ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1+ωASt6−1–ωSt1−1]=ωAS7−1

0.6742 ASt6−1 ωf1+6ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+(ωf1+5ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1 + ωASt5−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt6−1

0.7180 ASt5−1 ωf1+5ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+(ωf1+4ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1+ωASt4−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt5−1

0.7680 ASt4−1 ωf1+4ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+(ωf1+3ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1+ωASt3−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt4−1

0.8254 ASt3−1 ωf1+3ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+(ωf1+2ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1+ωASt2−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt3−1

0.8921 ASt2−1 ωf1+2ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+(ωf1+ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1+ωASt1−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt2−1

0.9706 ASt1−1 ωf1+ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+ωf1–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1+ωf1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt1−1

0.9940 ASt1−2 ωf1+ωSRS2= ≈ 663
=[ωf1+ωf1–(ωf1–ωSRS2)]=
=[ωf1+ωf1–ωSt1−2]=ωASt1−2

1.06415 λf1 ωf1 – – – –
1.1449 St1−2 ωf1–ωSRS2=ωSt1−2 ≈ 663
1.1777 St1−1 ωf1–ωSRS1=ωSt1−1 ≈ 906
1.2775 St1−2{St1−1} [(ωf1–ωSRS1)–ωSRS2]= ≈ 906 ≈ 663

=ωSt1−1–ωSRS2=ωSt1−2{St1−1}
1.3184 St2−1 ωf1–2ωSRS1= ≈ 906

=[(ωf1–ωSRS1)–ωSRS1]=
=[ωSt1−1–ωSRS1]=ωSt2−1

1.4972 St3−1 ωf1–3ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[(ωf1–2ωSRS1)–ωSRS1]=
=[ωSt2−1–ωSRS1]=ωSt3−1

1.7322 f) St4−1 ωf1–4ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[(ωf1–3ωSRS1)–ωSRS1]=
=[ωSt3−1–ωSRS1]=ωSt4−1

0.53207 e2[(e1+e3) 0.4523 ASt5−2 ωf2+5ωSRS2= ≈ 663
(e1+e3)]e2 =[ωf2+(ωf2+4ωSRS2)–(ωf2–ωSRS2)]=
see Fig. 5a =[ωf2+ωASt4−2–ωSt1−2]=ωASt5−2

0.4663 ASt4−2 ωf2+4ωSRS2= ≈ 663
=[ωf2+(ωf2+3ωSRS2)–(ωf2–ωSRS2)]=
=[ωf2+ωASt3−2–ωSt1−2]=ωASt4−2

0.4812 ASt3−2 ωf2+3ωSRS2= ≈ 663
=[ωf2+(ωf2+2ωSRS2)-(ωf2–ωSRS2)]=
=[ωf2+ωASt2−2–ωSt1−2]=ωASt3−2
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0.4970 ASt2−2 ωf2+2ωSRS2= ≈ 663
=[ωf2+(ωf2+ωSRS2)–(ωf2–ωSRS2)]=
=[ωf2+ωASt1−2–ωSt1−2]=ωASt2−2

0.5139 ASt1−2 ωf2+ωSRS2= ≈ 663
=[(ωf2+ωf2–(ωf2–ωSRS2)]=
=[(ωf2+ωf2)–(ωSt1−2]=ωASt1−2

0.5152 ASt1−3 ωf2+ωSRS3= ≈ 614
=[(ωf2+ωf2)–(ωf2–ωSRS3)]=
=[(ωf2+ωf2)–(ωSt1−3]=ωASt1−3

0.53207 λf2 ωf2 – – – –
0.5500 St1−3 ωf2–ωSRS3=ωSt1−3 ≈ 614
0.5515 St1−2 ωf2–ωSRS2=ωSt1−2 ≈ 663
0.5590 St1−1 ωf2–ωSRS1=ωSt1−1 ≈ 906
0.5725 St2−2 ωf2–2ωSRS2=[(ωf2–ωSRS2)–ωSRS2]= ≈ 663

=[(ωSt1−2–ωSRS2]=ωSt2−2

0.5951 St3−2 ωf2–3ωSRS2= ≈ 663
=[(ωf2–2ωSRS2)–ωSRS2]=
=[(ωSt2−2–ωSRS2]=ωSt3−2

e1[(e2+e3) 0.4461 ASt4−1 ωf2+4ωSRS1= ≈ 906
(e2+e3)]e1 =[ωf2+(ωf2+3ωSRS1)–(ωf2–ωSRS1)]=
see Fig. 5b =[ωf2+ωASt3−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt4−1

0.4649 ASt3−1 ωf2+3ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf2+(ωf2+2ωSRS1)–(ωf2–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf2+ωASt2−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt3−1

0.4812 ASt3−2 ωf2+3ωSRS2= ≈ 663
=[ωf2+(ωf2+2ωSRS2)–(ωf2–ωSRS2)]=
=[ωf2+ωASt2−2–ωSt1−2]=ωASt3−2

0.4853 ASt2−1 ωf2+2ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf2+(ωf2+ωSRS1)–(ωf2–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf2+ωASt1−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt2−1

0.4911 ASt1−2{ASt1−1} [(ωf2+ωSRS1)+ωSRS2]= ≈ 906 ≈ 663
=ωASt1−2{ASt1−1}

0.4970 ASt2−2 ωf2+2ωSRS2= ≈ 663
=[ωf2+(ωf2+ωSRS2)–(ωf2–ωSRS2)]=
=[ωf2+ωASt1−2–ωSt1−2]=ωASt2−2

0.5014 ASt1−4{ASt1−1} [(ωf2+ωSRS1)+ωSRS4]= ≈ 906 ≈ 243
=ωASt1−4{ASt1−1}

0.5076 ASt1−1 ωf2+ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf2+ωf2–(ωf2–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf2+ωf2–ωSt1−1]=ωASt1−1

0.5139 ASt1−2 ωf2+ωSRS2= ≈ 663
=[(ωf2+ωf2–(ωf2–ωSRS2)]=
=[ωf2+ωf2–ωSt1−2]=ωASt1−2

0.5152 ASt1−3 ωf2+ωSRS3= ≈ 614
=[(ωf2+ωf2–(ωf2–ωSRS3)]=
=[ωf2+ωf2–ωSt1−3]=ωASt1−3

0.5253 ASt1−4 ωf2+ωSRS4= ≈ 243
=[(ωf2+ωf2–(ωf2–ωSRS4)]=
=[ωf2+ωf2–ωSt1−4]=ωASt1−4

0.53297 λf2 ωf2 – – – –
0.5390 St1−4 ωf2–ωSRS4=ωSt1−4 ≈ 243
0.5500 St1−3 ωf2–ωSRS3=ωSt1−3 ≈614
0.5515 St1−2 ωf2–ωSRS2=ωSt1−2 ≈663
0.5590 St1−1 ωf2–ωSRS1=ωSt1−1 ≈ 906
0.5667 St1−4{St1−1} [(ωf2–ωSRS1)–ωSRS4]= ≈ 906 ≈ 243

=ωSt1−4{St1−1}
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0.5725 St2−2 ωf2–2ωSRS2=[(ωf2–ωSRS2)–ωSRS2]= ≈ 663
=[(ωSt1−2–ωSRS2]=ωSt2−2

0.5805 St1−2{St1−1} [(ωf2–ωSRS1)–ωSt1−2]= ≈ 906 ≈ 663
=ωSt1−2{St1−1}

0.5889 St2−1 ωf2–2ωSRS1=[(ωf2–ωSRS1)–ωSRS1]= ≈ 906
=[ωSt1−1–ωSRS1]=ωSt2−1

1.06415 e2[e3e3]e2 0.3437 self-SFG{λf1,λASt1−1} [ωf1+ωf1+ωASt1−1]= ≈ 906
see Fig. 6a =[ωf1+ωf1+(ωf1+ωSRS1)]=

=ωTHG+ωSRS1=ωSFG,ASt1−1

0.3547 THG{λf1} ωf1+ωf1+ωf1=ωTHG ≈ 906
0.3665 self-SFG{λf1,λSt1−1} [ωf1+ωf1+ωSt1−1]= ≈ 906

=[ωf1+ωf1+(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=ωTHG–ωSRS1=ωSFG,St1−1

0.3791 self-SFG{λf1,λSt2−1} [ωf1+ωf1+ωSt2−1]= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+ωf1+(ωf1–2ωSRS1)]=
=ωTHG–2ωSRS1=ωSFG,St2−1

0.3926 self-SFG{λf1,λSt3−1} [ωf1+ωf1+ωSt3−1]= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+ωf1+(ωf1–3ωSRS1)]=
=ωTHG–3ωSRS1=ωSFG,St3−1

0.5418 ASt10−1 ωf1+10ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+(ωf1+9ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1+ωASt9−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt10−1

0.5698 ASt9−1 ωf1+9ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+(ωf1+8ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1+ωASt8−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt9−1

0.6008 ASt8−1 ωf1+8ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+(ωf1+7ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1+ωASt7−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt8−1

e2[e3e3]e2 0.6354 ASt7−1 ωf1+7ωSRS1= ≈ 906
see Fig. 6b, =[ωf1+(ωf1+6ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
Fig. 6c =[ωf1+ωASt6−1–ωSt1−1]=ωAS7−1

0.6742 ASt6−1 ωf1+6ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+(ωf1+5ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1+ωASt5−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt6−1

0.6854 ASt1−2{ASt5−1} [(ωf1+5ωSRS1)+ωSRS2]= ≈ 906 ≈ 663
=[ωASt5−1+ωSRS2]=ωASt1−2{ASt5−1}

0.7057 St1−2{ASt6−1} [(ωf1+6ωSRS1)–ωSRS2]= ≈ 906 ≈ 663
=[ωASt6−1–ωSRS2]=ωSt1−2{ASt6−1}

0.7180 ASt5−1 ωf1+5ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+(ωf1+4ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1+ωASt4−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt5−1

0.7308 ASt1−2{ASt4−1} [(ωf1+4ωSRS1)+ωSRS2]= ≈ 906 ≈ 663
=[ωASt4−1+ωSRS2]=ωASt1−2{ASt4−1}

0.7539 St1−2{ASt5−1} [(ωf1+5ωSRS1)–ωSRS2]= ≈ 906 ≈ 663
=[ωASt5−1–ωSRS2]=ωSt1−2{ASt5−1}

0.7680 ASt4−1 ωf1+4ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+(ωf1+3ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1+ωASt3−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt4−1

0.7826 ASt1−2{ASt3−1} [(ωf1+3ωSRS1)+ωSRS2]= ≈ 906 ≈ 663
=[ωASt3−1+ωSRS2]=ωASt1−2{ASt3−1}

0.8092 St1−2{ASt4−1} [(ωf1+4ωSRS1)–ωSRS2]= ≈ 906 ≈ 663
=[ωASt4−1–ωSRS2]=ωSt1−2{ASt4−1}

0.8254 ASt3−1 ωf1+3ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+(ωf1+2ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1+ωASt2−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt3−1

c© 2011 by Astro Ltd.
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0.8423 ASt1−2{ASt2−1} [(ωf1+2ωSRS1)+ωSRS2]= ≈ 906 ≈ 663
=[ωASt2−1+ωSRS2]=ωASt1−2{ASt2−1}

0.8732 St1−2{ASt3−1} [(ωf1+3ωSRS1)–ωSRS2]= ≈ 906 ≈ 663
=[ωASt3−1–ωSRS2]=ωSt1−2{ASt3−1}

0.8921 ASt2−1 ωf1+2ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+(ωf1+ωSRS1)–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1+ωASt1−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt2−1

0.9119 ASt1−2{ASt1−1} [(ωf1+ωSRS1)+ωSRS2]= ≈ 906 ≈ 663
=[ωASt1−1+ωSRS2]=ωASt1−2{ASt1−1}

0.9482 St1−2{ASt2−1} [(ωf1+2ωSRS1)–ωSRS2]= ≈ 906 ≈ 663
=[ωASt2−1–ωSRS2]=ωSt1−2{ASt2−1}

0.9706 ASt1−1 ωf1+ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[ωf1+ωf1–(ωf1–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf1+ωf1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt1−1

0.9940 ASt1−2 ωf1+ωSRS2= ≈ 663
=[ωf1+ωf1–(ωf1–ωSRS2)]=
=[ωf1+ωf1–ωSt1−2]=ωASt1−2

0.9989 ASt1−3 ωf1+ωSRS3= ≈ 614
=[ωf1+ωf1–(ωf1–ωSRS3)]=
=[ωf1+ωf1–ωSt1−3]=ωASt1−3

1.06415 λf1 ωf1 – – – –
1.1386 St1−3 ωf1–ωSRS3=ωSt1−3 ≈ 614
1.1449 St1−2 ωf1–ωSRS2=ωSt1−2 ≈ 663
1.1777 St1−1 ωf1–ωSRS1=ωSt1−1 ≈ 906
1.2124 ASt1−2{St2−1} [(ωf1–2ωSRS1)+ωSRS2]= ≈ 906 ≈ 663

=[ωSt2−1+ωSRS2]=ωASt1−2{St2−1}
1.2775 St1−2{St1−1} [(ωf1–ωSRS1)–ωSRS2]= ≈ 906 ≈ 663

=[ωSt1−1–ωSRS2]=ωSt1−2{ASt2−1}
1.3184 St2−1 ωf1–2ωSRS1= ≈ 906

=[(ωf1–ωSRS1)–ωSRS1]=
=[ωSt1−1–ωSRS1]=ωSt2−1

1.4972 St3−1 ωf1–3ωSRS1= ≈ 906
=[(ωf1–2ωSRS1)–ωSRS1]=
=[ωSt2−1–ωSRS1]=ωSt3−1

a) Notation is used in analogy to [28]. The characters between square brackets are (from left to right): the polarization direction of the pump wave and the nonlinear laser
generation, respectively, while the characters to the left and to right of the square brackets are the direction of the wave normals of the pump wave and of the generated
nonlinear-laser components, respectively.

b) Measurement accuracy is ±0.0003 μm.
c) THG-SFG: the cascaded third harmonic generation arising via parametric four-wave mixing under collinear coherent pumping at fundamental pump radiation at

λf1 = 1.06415 μm wavelength and its SHG. THG{λf1}: the third harmonic generation via χ(3)-nonlinear interaction. SHG{λf1}: the second harmonic generation
via χ(2)-nonlinear interaction. Self-SFG{λf1,λASt1−1}: the cascaded sum-frequency generation arising from one-micron fundamental pump radiation at
λf1 = 1.06415 μm wavelength and its first Stokes nonlinear-laser generation. ASt1−4{ASt1−1}: the Raman-induced four-wave mixing (RFWM) of the first
anti-Stokes component related to the “χ(3)-active combined vibration mode ωSRS1−4 ≈ 243 cm−1 by the cross-cascaded lasing which arising from the first
anti-Stokes component related to the first original SRS-promoting vibration mode ωSRS1−1 ≈ 906 cm−1 of the crystal. St1−2{St1−1}: the first Stokes component
related to the second original vibration mode ωSRS2 ≈ 663 cm−1 generated by the cross-cascaded lasing from the first Stokes component related to the first original
SRS promoting vibration mode ωSRS1−1 ≈ 906 cm−1 of the crystal.

d) In square brackets, the most probable nonlinear-laser components of the SRS or RFWM processes are given.
e) The “masked” SRS-active vibration arising in the nonlinear χ(3)-interaction of the two original promoting vibration modes ωSRS1 ≈ 906 cm−1 and

ωSRS3 ≈ 663 cm−1 (see also text).
f) Due to the “zero” sensitivity of our InGaAs-CCD detector (see Fig. 2b), we could not register a signal at the fourth Stokes wavelength at λSt4−1 = 1.7322 μm

under one-micron pumping, but its probable presence is indicated by the detected signal at a wavelength of 0.4070 μm, which we have attributed as the parametric
process of frequency summing [ωf1+ωf1+ωSt4−1]=[ωf1+ωf1+(ωf1–4ωSRS1)]= ωT HG–4ωSRS1=ωSF G,St4−1.

Table 3 Spectral composition of SRS and RFWM generation, as well as of cascaded χ(3) ↔χ(2) and cross-cascaded χ(3) ↔χ(2)

nonlinear lasing in the crystal of Ca2ZnSi2O7, recorded at room temperature with picosecond Nd3+:Y3Al5O12-laser pumping at two
fundamental wavelengths λf1 = 1.06415 μm and λf2 = 0.53207 μm
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Pumping χ(3)-lasing components SRS-promoting vibration modes,
condition cm−1

Excitation
geometry

Wavelength,
μm

Lasing line Attribution ωSRS1 ωSRS2 ωSRS3 ωSRS4 ωSRS5

e1[e3e3]e1 0.4639 ASt3−1 ωf2+3ωSRS1= ≈ 920
see Fig. 3a =[ωf2+(ωf2+2ωSRS1)–(ωf2–ωSRS1)]=

=[ωf2+ωASt2−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt3−1

0.4846 ASt2−1 ωf2+2ωSRS1= ≈ 920
=[ωf2+(ωf2+ωSRS1)–(ωf2–ωSRS1)]=
=[ωf2+ωASt1−1–ωSt1−1]=ωASt2−1

0.5072 ASt1−1 ωf2+ωSRS1=[ωf2+ωf2–(ωf2–ωSRS1)]= ≈ 920
=[ωf2+ωf2–ωSt1−1]=ωASt1−1

0.53207 λf2 ωf2 – – – – –
0.5595 St1−1 ωf2–ωSRS1=ωSt1−1 ≈ 920
0.5898 St2−1 ωf2–2ωSRS1=[(ωf2–ωSRS1)–ωSRS1]= ≈ 920

=[ωSt1−1–ωSRS1]=ωSt2−1

0.6237 St3−1 ωf2–3ωSRS1=[(ωf2–2ωSRS1)–ωSRS1]= ≈ 920
=[ωSt2−1–ωSRS1]=ωSt3−1

e1[(e2+e3) 0.4846 ASt2−1 ωf2+2ωSRS1= ≈ 920
(e2+e3)]e1 [ωf2+(ωf2+ωSRS1)–(ωf2–ωSRS1)]=
see Fig. 7 =[ωf2+ωASt1−1 − ωSt1−1]=ωASt2−1

0.4906 ASt1−2{ASt1−1} [(ωf2+ωSRS1)+ωSRS2]=ωASt1−2{ASt1−1} ≈ 920 ≈ 670
0.4918 ASt1−3{ASt1−1} [(ωf2+ωSRS1)+ωSRS3]=ωASt1−3{ASt1−1} ≈ 920 ≈ 620
0.4996 ASt1−5{ASt1−1} [(ωf2+ωSRS1)+ωSRS5]=ωASt1−5{ASt1−1} ≈ 920 ≈ 300
0.5009 ASt1−4{ASt1−1} [(ωf2+ωSRS1)+ωSRS4]=ωASt1−4{ASt1−1} ≈ 920 ≈ 250
0.5072 ASt1−1 ωf2+ωSRS1=[ωf2+ωf2–(ωf2–ωSRS1)]= ≈ 920

=[ωf2+ωf2–ωSt1−1]=ωASt1−1

0.5138 ASt1−2 ωf2+ωSRS2=[(ωf2+ωf2–(ωf2–ωSRS2)]= ≈ 670
=[ωf2+ωf2–ωSt1−2]=ωASt1−2

0.5151 ASt1−3 ωf2+ωSRS3=[(ωf2+ωf2–(ωf2–ωSRS3)]= ≈ 620
=[ωf2+ωf2–ωSt1−3]=ωASt1−3

0.5237 ASt1−5 ωf2+ωSRS5=[(ωf2+ωf2–(ωf2–ωSRS5)]= ≈ 300
=[ωf2+ωf2–ωSt1−5]=ωASt1−5

0.5251 ASt1−4 ωf2+ωSRS4=[(ωf2+ωf2–(ωf2–ωSRS4)]= ≈ 250
=[ωf2+ωf2–ωSt1−4]=ωASt1−4

0.53207 λf2 ωf2 – – – – –
0.5392 St1−4 ωf2–ωSRS4=ωSt1−4 ≈ 250
0.5407 St1−5 ωf2–ωSRS5=ωSt1−5 ≈ 300
0.5502 St1−3 ωf2–ωSRS3=ωSt1−3 ≈ 620
0.5517 St1−2 ωf2–ωSRS2=ωSt1−2 ≈ 670
0.5595 St1−1 ωf2–ωSRS1=ωSt1−1 ≈ 920
0.5674 St1−4{St1−1} [(ωf2–ωSRS1)–ωSRS4]=ωSt1−4{St1−1} ≈ 920 ≈ 250
0.5690 St1−5{St1−1} [(ωf2–ωSRS1)–ωSRS5]=ωSt1−5{St1−1} ≈ 920 ≈ 300
0.5796 St1−3{St1−1} [(ωf2–ωSRS1)–ωSt3=ωSt1−3{St1−1} ≈ 920 ≈ 620
0.5813 St1−2{St1−1} [(ωf2–ωSRS1)–ωSt2=ωSt1−2{St1−1} ≈ 920 ≈ 670
0.5898 St2−1 ωf2–2ωSRS1=[(ωf2–ωSRS1)–ωSRS1]= ≈ 920

=[ωSt1−1–ωSRS1]=ωSt2−1

Note: all explanations and notations are as in Table 3.

Table 4 Spectral composition of SRS and RFWM generation, as well as cascaded and cross-cascaded χ(3) ↔χ(3) nonlinear las-
ing in the crystal of Ca2ZnSi2O7, recorded at ≈ 9 K with picosecond Nd3+:Y3Al5O12-laser pumping at fundamental wavelength
λf2 = 0.53207 μm (SHG)
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Figure 1 (online color at www.lphys.org) Transmission spec-
trum of a crystal of tetragonal Ca2ZnSi2O7, recorded at
room temperature using a (100) plate of ≈ 1.33 mm thick-
ness. The wavelength range of UV, visible and near-IR was
recorded with spectrophotometer Perkin Elmer (model Lambda
19 UV/VIS/NIR) the mid-IR part with a spectrophotometer
Bruker (model Vector-22). The estimation of the UV (see inset)
and mid-IR borders of the optical transmission at 50% transmis-
sion level (given in μm) are indicated by arrows

tation of their nonlinear-optical potential to generate multi-
octave Stokes and anti-Stokes combs, as well as to the de-
termination the nature of their vibration modes responsi-
ble for the effect of stimulated Raman scattering (SRS)
[9–12]. As follows from Table 1, in addition to this work
SRS generation and other manifestations of χ(3)-nonlinear
laser interactions were discovered and studied only in four
crystals of the large family of melilite-type crystals. This
table indicates that some of them being activated by Nd3+

ions show laser activity. Below are the results of our SRS-
experiments with the melilite-type crystal Ca2ZnSi2O7

with respect to spectroscopic investigations of its χ(3)-
nonlinear optical properties under picosecond laser exci-
tation in the visible and near-IR region at room and cryo-
genic (≈ 9 K) temperature.

2. Stokes and anti-Stokes lasing

Investigations of the different manifestations of Raman
induced frequency generation based on χ(3)- and χ(2)-
nonlinearities in tetragonal Ca2ZnSi2O7 single crystals
were carried out in the single-pass (cavity free) ex-
citation geometry scheme using an experimental setup
that was described already in our earlier experiments
on SRS-spectroscopy of four other isotypic melilite-type
crystals Sr2MgGe2O7, Sr2ZnGe2O7, Ba2MgGe2O7, and
Ba2ZnGe2O7 (see Table 1). Unlike in previous room-
temperature χ(3)-lasing investigations with germanium

Vibration mode, cm−1 a) Tentative assignment b)

60 w T′(Si2O7)+T′(Zn2+)+T′(Ca2+)
100 m
115 w T′(Zn2+)+T′(Ca2+)
145 vw
220 w ρ(SiO3)+T′(Ca2+)
240 w δ(SiOSi)+δas(SiO3)
265 w
445 m δas(SiO3)+δ(SiOSi)
480 m
550 w δas(SiO3)
614 s δs(SiO3)+δs(SiOSi)
663 vs νs(SiOSi)+νs(SiO3)
906 vs νs(SiO3)
1020 vw νas(SiOSi)
1060 m

Notation: s – strong, vs – very strong, m – medium, w – weak, vw – very weak.
Bold numerals indicate the vibration modes that promote SRS lasing in
Ca2ZnSi2O7 crystals

a) Measurement accuracy ±2 cm−1.
b) It will be clarified in a forthcoming article on the polarized spontaneous

Raman scattering and IR spectra.

Table 5 Band wavenumbers of the first order room-temperature
spontaneous Raman scattering A1-spectrum (see Fig. 8) of a
tetragonal Ca2ZnSi2O7 single crystal

melilites, in the present work it was necessary to con-
duct experiments at cryogenic temperature because the
studied crystal exhibits several SRS-promoting vibration
modes which are not fully manifested at room-temperature
measurements due to overlapping of several of its χ(3)-
lasing lines. However, we are aware that the possibility of a
phase transition from incommensurately modulated phase
of Ca2ZnSi2O7 (at room temperature) into a commensu-
rate lock-in phase at low temperatures [17] or into a dif-
ferent modulated phase [22] is still under debate. Several
selected physical properties of Ca2ZnSi2O7 single crystal
relevant to our research are given in Table 2. Other known
properties can be found in (see e.g. [16–27]). In the present
work all the basic experiments on SRS-spectroscopy were
performed with oriented and polished samples prepared
from single crystals of Ca2ZnSi2O7 that were grown in the
Institute of Crystallography of the University of Cologne.
The samples were of parallel-epipedal shape with faces
{110} and {001}. Faces were polished but without antire-
flection coating. The results given in Table 3 and Table 4
(corresponding to Fig. 3 – Fig. 7) were obtained with a
sample of dimensions 10.18 mm ‖ e1, 13.54 mm ‖ e2, and
15.83 mm ‖ e3, with

e1 =
a + b
|a + b| , e2 =

−a + b
|a + b| , e3 =

c
|c| .
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Figure 2 (online color at www.lphys.org) (a) – registration part of the experimental setup. P: polarizer; L1-L3; lenses; F: filter (see
also text). (b) – spectral sensitivity of the used Hamamatsu Si- and InGaAs-CCD line sensors (data from Hamamatsu Photonic K.K.
technical data sheets)

We also used crystalline samples from a collection of one
of the co-authors (A.A.K.). For an estimation of the Raman
gain coefficient of the title melilite, YVO4 was applied
as a reference crystal (from China), while for the spec-
troscopic measurements of spontaneous Raman scatter-
ing and in subsidiary SRS-experiments Ca2ZnSi2O7 and
Ca2Ga2SiO7 were used, respectively.

The registration part of our current setup is sketched
in Fig. 2a. Into this part output single pulses at
λf1 = 1.06415 μm wavelength, with τf1 ≈ 80 ps and
the energy up to 40 mJ from a home-made picosec-
ond Nd3+:Y3Al5O12 mode-locked laser with a double-
pass Nd3+:Y3Al5O12 amplifier are forwarded. After ad-
justment of the pulse energy by an attenuator a plano-
convex lens (L1) with 250 mm focal length focuses the
nearly Gaussian pump beam into the investigated sam-
ple, resulting in a beam waist diameter of ≈80 μm. The
pump beam wavelength can be converted to the SHG
(λf2 = 0.53207 μm) wavelength in a subsequent KTiOPO4

(KTP) crystal leading to a reduced pulse duration of
τf2 ≈ 60 ps. A Schott BG39 filter glass can be inserted
behind the KTP crystal to select the desired pump wave-
length. A combination of Schott BG39, BG3, and UG1
filter glasses can be used to spectrally filter the radiation in
front of the spectrometer slit. The investigated crystal can
be aligned at any angle with respect to the pump beam di-
rection and polarization by a customized three-axis trans-

lation and rotation holder. For the cryogenic temperature
measurements adjustment of the excitation geometry is re-
stricted to changes of the pump beam polarization. The
sample was fixed on the Cu-cold finger in a closed cycle
helium cryostat heater combination (Helix CTI cryogen-
ics 8001&8300 controller and compressor, Lakeshore 330
temperature controller). The cold head consists of a two
stage refrigeration system (Helix CTI Cryodyne M-22).
The temperature is tunable between ≈ 9 K and 350 K. The
cryo-chamber size and cooling power are sufficient to in-
vestigate sample volumes of several cubic centimeters. At
a pump laser repetition rate of 1 Hz heating of the sam-
ple is negligible. A spherical, bi-convex lens (L2) and a
cylindrical plano-convex fused silica lens (L3), both hav-
ing 100 mm focal length imaged the scattered radiation
onto the variable entrance slit of the grating spectrome-
ter in Czerny-Turner arrangement (McPherson Model 270,
6.8 Å/pixel dispersion, 150 lines/mm grating). For the de-
tection of highly divergent emission an additional lens was
inserted behind the sample. The spectral components of
the collected light are then recorded by a Si-NMOS(CCD)
sensor (Hamamatsu S3924-1024Q) for measurements in
the UV and visible spectral region, with maximum sensi-
tivity at 0.6 μm, reduced to almost zero around 1.1 μm
wavelength (see Fig. 2b). So, for near-IR spectra between
0.9 and 1.7 μm an InGaAs-CMOS(CCD) sensor had to be
applied (Hamamatsu G9204-512D).
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Figure 3 (online color at www.lphys.org) SRS and RFWM spectra of tetragonal Ca2ZnSi2O7 crystal, recorded at ≈ 9 K (a) and at
≈ 300 K (b) with picosecond pumping at the wavelength λf2 = 0.53207 μm in excitation geometry e1[e3e3]e1 (for definition of ei see
text). The wavelength of all lines (pump line asterisked) are given in μm, their intensities are shown without correction for the spectral
sensitivity of the used multichannel analyzing system with Si-CCD line sensor. The energy spacing (related to the SRS-promoting
vibration mode ωSRS1 ≈ 906 cm−1 for ≈ 300 K and ωSRS1 ≈ 920 cm−1 for ≈ 9 K) of the Stokes and anti-Stokes lasing sidebands, is
indicated by the horizontal scale brackets. The assignment of all recorded nonlinear lines is given in Table 3 and Table 4
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Figure 4 (online color at www.lphys.org) Spectral fragments of SRS and RFWM lasing in tetragonal Ca2ZnSi2O7 crystals recorded
at room temperature with picosecond pumping at λf1 = 1.06415 μm wavelength in excitation geometries: (a) e3[e1e1]e3 and (b)–(d)
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CCD line sensor. Spacing between lines of χ(3) nonlinear Stokes and anti-Stokes two-octave lasing comb and multi-wave parametric
cascaded (χ(3) →χ(3)) and (χ(2) →χ(3)) generation near the SHG and THG lines is multiple for single SRS-promoting vibration mode
ωSRS1 ≈ 906 cm−1 of the studied crystal and is indicated by the horizontal scale brackets. The assignment of all recorded nonlinear
lines is given in Table 3. Used notation as in Fig. 3
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In the course of our SRS investigations of the crystal of
Ca2ZnSi2O7 we observed several nonlinear-optical χ(3)-
and χ(2)-interactions with picosecond laser excitation at
the two fundamental wavelengths λf1 = 1.06415 μm and
λf2 = 0.53207 μm. These effects comprise sesqui-octave
bandwidth (≈ 13592 cm−1) Stokes and anti-Stokes
comb generation via SRS and RFWM, non-phase
matched SHG and THG, cross-cascaded χ(3) ↔χ(3)

lasing involving different SRS-promoting phonons,
as well as several types of cascaded χ(3) ↔χ(3) and
χ(2) ↔χ(3) self-SFG conversion acts in the spec-
tral regions around the SHG and THG lines. Within
these interactions five SRS-phonons appeared, among
them three ωSRS1 ≈ 906 cm−1, ωSRS2 ≈ 663 cm−1,
and ωSRS3 ≈ 614 cm−1 (all at room temperature),
and ωSRS1 ≈ 920 cm−1, ωSRS2 ≈ 670 cm−1, and
ωSRS3 ≈ 620 cm−1 (all at ≈9 K), which are directly
related to the three strongest lines in spontaneous Ra-
man scattering spectra and two “combined” phonons
ωSRS4 ≈ 250 cm−1 and ωSRS5 ≈ 300 cm−1 (all at ≈9 K),
and ωSRS4 ≈ 243 cm−1 (at room temperature). The latter
in no way manifested in the spontaneous Raman spectra
at room temperature of the title melilite. At this stage
of the study of the χ(3)-nonlinear-laser potential of the
Ca2ZnSi2O7 crystal we hypothesize that they are the
result of an interaction between three “original” phonons
as

ωSRS1(≈ 920 cm−1) − ωSRS2(≈ 670 cm−1) =

= ωSRS4(≈ 250 cm−1)

and

ωSRS(≈ 920 cm−1) − ωSRS3(≈ 620 cm−1) =

= ωSRS5(≈ 300 cm−1) .

Selected spectra recorded in different excitation geometry
at room temperature and at ≈9 K and the results of their
analysis are shown in Fig. 3 – Fig. 7, and are summarized
in Table 3 and Table 4.

As shown by the accumulated knowledge received
during SRS-spectroscopy of centrosymmetric and non-
centrosymmetric crystals of each of them have individual
numerous manifestations of cascaded and cross-cascaded
(χ(3) ↔χ(3))- and (χ(3) ↔χ(2))-interactions (see, e.g.
[29–35]). Even in families of isostructural crystals it is
very difficult to find crystals with the same nonlinear-
laser properties. As shown in Table 1 and the present
study the tetragonal non-centrosymmetric crystals with
the melilite-type structure make no exception. Particu-
larly interesting is the discovery of the cascaded (like
high-order SRS and RFWM generation related to three
original χ(3)-active phonons (see Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 5a,
and Fig. 6) and the cross-cascaded χ(3)-lasing involving
both the original and arising two “combined” phonons
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Figure 5 (online color at www.lphys.org) SRS and RFWM
spectra of tetragonal Ca2ZnSi2O7 crystal, recorded at
room temperature with picosecond pumping at the wave-
length λf2 = 0.53207 μm in excitation geometries: (a)
e2[(e1+e3)(e1+e3)]e2 and (b) e1[(e2+e3)(e2+e3)]e1 (for
definition of ei see text). The wavelength of all lines (pump line
asterisked) are given in μm, their intensities are shown without
correction for the spectral sensitivity of the used multichannel an-
alyzing system with Si-CCD line sensor. The energy spacing (re-
lated to the SRS-promoting vibration modes ωSRS1 ≈ 906 cm−1,
ωSRS2 ≈ 663 cm−1, and ωSRS3 ≈ 614 cm−1 for the spec-
trum (a) and ωSRS1 ≈ 906 cm−1, ωSRS2 ≈ 663 cm−1,
ωSRS3 ≈ 614 cm−1, and ωSRS4 ≈ 243 cm−1 for the spectrum
(b) of the Stokes and anti-Stokes lasing sidebands, is indicated
by the horizontal scale brackets. The assignment of all recorded
nonlinear lines is given in Table 3. Used notation as in Fig. 3
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Figure 6 (online color at www.lphys.org) Spectral fragments of SRS and RFWM lasing in tetragonal Ca2ZnSi2O7 crystals recorded
at room temperature with picosecond pumping at λf1 = 1.06415 μm wavelength in excitation geometry e2[e3e3]e2 (for definition of
ei see text). Fragments (a) and (b) were recorded with a Si-CCD line sensor, fragment (c) with an InGaAs-CCD line sensor. Spacing
between lines of χ(3) nonlinear Stokes and anti-Stokes two-octave lasing comb and multi-wave parametric cascaded (χ(3) →χ(3))
generation is multiple for three SRS-promoting vibration modes ωSRS1 ≈906 cm−1, ωSRS2 ≈663 cm−1, and ωSRS3 ≈ 614 cm−1 of
the studied crystal and is indicated by the horizontal scale brackets. The assignment of all recorded nonlinear lines is given in Table 3.
Used notation as in Fig. 3

(see Fig. 5b and Fig. 7). The nature of the manifesta-
tions of these phonons in the title crystal will be ob-
ject of special work after the exploratory survey of SRS-
properties of several other isostructural melilites. De-
pending on the geometry at one-micron pumping (at
λf1 = 1.06415 μm or ωf1 ≈ 9397 cm−1), third harmonic
generation (λf3 = 0.3547 μm or ωf3 ≈ 29191 cm−1)
in non-centrosymmetric Ca2ZnSi2O7 crystal can be
excited both, by two-frequency (ωf1 + ωf2 = ωf3, see
Fig. 4a), and three-frequency (ωf1 + ωf1 + ωf1 = ωf3,
see Fig. 4b) parametric interactions. Active cascaded
(χ(3) →χ(3)) interactions in the title melilite have al-
lowed us to indirectly register its fourth Stokes gen-
eration (at λSt4−1=1.7322 μm, see Table 3) under
one-micron pumping via the four-wave parametric pro-
cess self-SFG {λf1,λSt4−1} that “transferred” the mid-
IR radiation into the ultraviolet region of the spec-
trum (ωf1 + ωf1 + ωSt4−1 = ωSFG,St4−1 = 24570 cm−1 or
λSFG,St4−1 = 0.4070 μm, see Fig. 4b). In our experiment,
recording this fourth Stokes component was not possible
due to almost “zero” sensitivity of the used InGaAs-CCD

sensor (see Fig. 2b). We believe that our interpretation is
correct, although a more reliable result would be given
by a direct measurement. The fact that the above four-
wave parametric process is not the only one, in principle,
there may be other similar processes, but their functional
probability is extremely small. We will also explore the
tempting possibility of correctly attach the self-SFG las-
ing components to Stokes and anti-Stokes comb. There
is evidence that the “gap” between the parts of the χ(3)-
spectrum (21 lasing components, Fig. 4b– Fig. d) should
not affect the efficiency of the synthesis process of ultra-
short waveforms.

At the present stage of our SRS investigation of
the Ca2ZnSi2O7 crystal, we have roughly estimated the
room-temperature steady-state (ss) Raman gain coeffi-
cient (gSt1−1

ssR ) only for its first Stokes generation at
λSt1−1 = 1.1777 μm wavelength (see Fig. 4d), which
is promoted by the most SRS-active vibration mode
ωSRS1 ≈ 906 cm−1. This was possible because our ex-
citation conditions are well suited to the condition
τf �T2 = (πΔνR)−1 ≈1 ps (here T2 and ΔνR ≈ 11 cm−1
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are the phonon relaxation time and the linewidth of the cor-
responding SRS-promoting vibration transition, respec-
tively (see Fig. 8)). For this purpose, we used the suf-
ficiently tested method based on the well-known rela-
tion g

St1−1
ssR Ithr

f lSRS ≈ 30 (see. e.g. [36]) in combina-
tion with comparative measurements of the “threshold”
pump intensity Ithr

f (according to the conventional def-
inition adopted in [37, 38]) of the confidently detectable
first-Stokes lasing signal for the studied crystal and for
a reference crystal. Here, yttrium vanadate (YVO4) was
utilized with a wavelength of the first Stokes compo-
nent of λSt1 = 1.1755 μm and a rather reliably deter-
mined value of gSt1

ssR ≈ 4.5 cm/GW [39] under compa-
rable pumping conditions and equal SRS-active length
(lSRS). We found that the measured threshold for yttrium
vanadate in excitation geometry c(aa)c (details of the ex-
periment see in [39]) was approximately 25 times less
than that for Ca2ZnSi2O7 crystal in excitation geometry
e1[(e2+e3)(e2+e3)]e1. This results in a value of the room-
temperature steady-state Raman gain coefficient gSt1−1

ssR for
the first Stokes generation of the melilite studied in exci-
tation geometry e1[(e2+e3)(e2+e3)]e1 at the wavelength
λSt1−1 = 1.1777 μm of not less than 0.2 cm/GW.

3. SRS-promoting phonon modes

As already mentioned above (Table 2) the average
structure of two-dimensionally incommensurately mod-
ulated Ca2ZnSi2O7 crystal (at room temperature) agrees
with the melilite-type structure with space group sym-
metry D3

2d − P 4̄21m. For factor group analysis [40]
of Ca2ZnSi2O7 we refer to the average structure. Its
primitive cell (Z = 2) consists of 4 calcium, 2 zinc, 4
silicium, and 14 oxygen atoms, that occupy the following
positions (see, Table 2 and e.g. [18]): 4e-Cs (Ca, Si,
and O2), 2a-S4 (Zn), 2c-C2v (O1), and 8f-C1 (O3). The
D3

2d-tetragonal unit cell of the studied crystal comprises
24 atoms that have 72 zone-center (k = 0) vibrational
degrees of freedom distributed among the irreducible rep-
resentation [38]: Γ72 = 10A1 + 6A2 + 7B1 + 11B2 + 19E. It
could be further subdivided into (see, e.g. [10, 39]):
Γ (Ca2+) = 2A1 + A2 + B1 + 2B2 + 3E (transla-
tions of calcium atoms with site symmetry Cs),
Γ (Zn2+) = B1 + B2 + 2E (translations of zinc atoms
with symmetry S4), Γ (Si4+) = 2A1 + A2 + B1 + 2B2 + 3E
(translations of silicium atoms with site symmetry Cs),
Γ (O2−1) = A1 + B2 + 2E, Γ (O2−2) = 2A1 + A2 + B1 +
2B2 + 3E, and Γ (O2−3) = 3A1 + 3A2 + 3B1 + 3B2 + 6E.
Among the 72 possible variations of the crys-
tal lattice of Ca2ZnSi2O7 crystal, 69 phonons
ΓO = 10A1 + 6A2 + 7B1 + 10B2 + 18E correspond to the
optical modes and three remaining phonons, ΓT = B2 + E
describe the acoustic modes. Since the unit cell of the
title crystal contains two Si2O7 units, degrees of free-
dom associated with three oxygen and silicium atoms
contribute to internal and lattice modes of these units.

Ca2ZnSi2O7
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Figure 7 (online color at www.lphys.org) SRS and RFWM spec-
tra of tetragonal Ca2ZnSi2O7 crystal, recorded at ≈ 9 K with pi-
cosecond pumping at the wavelength λf2 = 0.53207 μm in ex-
citation geometry e1[(e2+e3)(e2+e3)]e1 (for definition of ei

see text).The wavelength of all lines (pump line asterisked)
are given in μm, their intensities are shown without correc-
tion for the spectral sensitivity of the used multichannel ana-
lyzing system with Si-CCD line sensor. The energy spacing (re-
lated to the SRS-promoting vibration mode ωSRS1 ≈ 920 cm−1,
ωSRS2 ≈ 670 cm−1, ωSRS3 ≈ 620 cm−1, ωSRS4 ≈ 250 cm−1,
and ωSRS5 ≈ 300 cm−1 of the Stokes and anti-Stokes lasing
sidebands, is indicated by the horizontal scale brackets. The as-
signment of all recorded nonlinear lines is given in Table 4. Used
notation as in Fig. 3

The 21 internal modes of a free Si2O7 group can be
subdivided into symmetric and asymmetric stretching
modes of the SiO3 groups [νs(SiO3):A1 + B1] and
[νas(SiO3):A1 + B1 + B2 + A2], respectively; symmetric
and asymmetric stretching modes of the Si-O-Si bridge
[νs(SiOSi):A1] and [νas(SiOSi):B1], respectively; bend-
ing mode of the Si-O-Si bridge [δ(SiOSi):A1], rocking
modes of the SiO3 groups [τ (SiO3):A2 + B2], and O-Si-O
bending modes [δ(OSiO):3A1 + 2A2 + 3B1 + 2B2] (see,
e.g. [41–43]). In the crystal these modes will give rise
to Γint = 7A1 + 4A2 + 4B1 + 7B2 + 10E internal modes.
Translational and librational modes of Si2O7 units are dis-
tributed among Γ ′

T = A1 + B2 + 2E and ΓL = A2 + B1 + 2E
representation, respectively. A selected spontaneous
Raman scattering spectrum of Ca2ZnSi2O7 single crystal
recorded at room temperature is shown in Fig. 8 and
the lists of wavenumbers of its Raman shifted lines
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Figure 8 (online color at www.lphys.org) First order spontaneous Raman scattering A1-spectrum of a Ca2ZnSi2O7 single crystal,
recorded at room temperature in excitation geometry ≈b(cc)≈b using a Raman spectrometer Jobin Yvon model T-64000 with Ar-ion
laser excitation at 0.5146 μm wavelength (indicated by a vertical arrow). Energy of selected Raman shifted lines is given in cm−1 (see
also text)

with tentative assignment is given in Table 5. These
data suggest that three intense lines from the region
600 – 910 cm−1 correspond to the SRS-promoting phonon
modes (see Table 3 and Table 4). They have been assigned
to the symmetric vibrations of the Si2O7 groups. The
strongest Raman line at ≈ 906 cm−1 should be identified
with the fully symmetric νs(SiO3) A1-mode. Two other
intense lines at ≈ 664 and ≈ 614 cm−1 can be assigned to
νs(SiOSi) and δs(SiO3) + δs(SiOSi) modes, respectively.
The atomic displacement vectors for these phonons
are sketched as insets of Fig. 8. A detailed analysis of
the polarized spontaneous Raman and IR spectra of
Ca2ZnSi2O7 and other silicate crystals will be published
in an upcoming paper.

4. Conclusion

The obtained new knowledge from the conducted experi-
ments with the tetragonal crystal of Ca2ZnSi2O7 expanded
its functional nonlinear laser potential. At present time,

among the few SRS-melilites the Ca2ZnSi2O7 crystal ex-
hibits the largest number of χ(3)-promoting vibrations,
as well as a manifestation of “combined” modes. The
origin of these modes in the regime of SRS-generation
as well as their participation in the cross-cascaded χ(3)-
lasing processes is of particular interest for nonlinear op-
tics and solid-state physics. To understand this nonlinear-
laser phenomenon, we plan to explore other melilite-
type crystals. For a detailed study of the manifesta-
tions of these modes in χ(3) generation processes, we
have carried out corresponding measurements at cryo-
genic temperatures (see Fig. 7 and Table 4). All recorded
SRS and multi-wave parametric lasing components of the
Ca2ZnSi2O7 crystal were identified and attributed to its
χ(3)-promoting vibration modes. For the case of the first
Stokes generation at λSt1−1 = 1.1777 μm wavelength re-
lated to ωSRS1 ≈ 906 cm−1 under one-micron pumping
we roughly estimated the room-temperature steady-state
Raman gain coefficient g

St1−1
ssR ≥ 0.2 cm/GW of the title

crystal. Data presented here together with the results of the
study of the four already known SRS-active melilites (see
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Table 1 and [9, 11, 12] testify the importance of continued
comprehensive studies of optical and nonlinear-laser prop-
erties of further crystals with the melilite-type structure.
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